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We prove here two theorems. Theorem 1 gives generators for Ka(2, B), where 
K is a field and B = k[T, T-r], the ring of Laurant polynomials with coefficients 
in k. Theorem 2 gives the structure of Ka(2, B) for the case where k is square 
root closed. 
Recall that, for any ring R, the Steinberg group St(2, R) is the group with 
generators A$ with u E R; i, j E {I, 2); i # j; subject to the relations 
(a) x$$ = x;? for all a, b E R, 
(b) wJu) x$wJ--u) = xijUaU for all a E R, u E R*, where 
Wij(U) = xEyxi;:“-‘x;-‘. 
(R* denotes the group of units in R.) Note that relation (a) implies that 
wij(u)-’ = wij(-u). (1) 
The group Ka(2, R) is defined to be the kernel of the homomorphism St(2, R) + 
E(2, R) sending XT, to eTj (see [4, sect. 51). 
For U, er E R* the symbol (u, w} is defined as follows: 
{u, 4 = I,, h,,(u)-%(w)-’ where h,,(u) = wia(u) ~~~(-1). (2) 
It is known [4, sect. 91 that these symbols lie in the center of St(2, R) and that 
they satisfy these relations, for t, u, w E R*. 
(4 u>{% w> = {t, uw>(u, v>; (1, u} = {u, l} = 1 (3) 
{t, u>{t, -u-l> = (t, -I> (4) 
{t, 24) = {u-l, t} (5) 
{t, u} = (t, -tu} (6) 
{t, (1 - t)u> = 1 provided 1 - t E R* (7) 
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It follows from (3), (5), and (6) (see [5, Lemma 3.21) that 
{ua, w} is bimultiplicative and alternating in u and v. (8) 
THEOREM 1. Let k be a field, T an indettwninate. The group K2(2, k[ T, T-l]) 
is generated by the symbols {u, w}, u and v being units in k[T, T-l]. 
Matsumoto proved that the theorem holds if we replace k[T, T-l] by k. 
Moreover, if / k 1 > 9, then the relations (3)-(7) above are actually the defining 
relations for K2(2, k). 
Sylvester proved, essentially, that the theorem holds if we replace k[ T, T-l] by 
the polynomial ring k[T]. This follows from [6, Theorem 61. 
The main theorem of [2] states that the maps K2(2, R) + K,(n, R) are sur- 
jective when R is a Euclidean ring. Taking R = k[T, T-l], the following 
corollary is a consequence of this fact and our Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY. The groups K2(n, k[T, T-l]) are generated by the symbols, for 
n 3 2 (and n = c0). 
It will follow from Theorem 2 that if k is square root closed, K2(2, k[ T, T-l] + 
K,(k[T, T-l]) is actually an isomorphism. 
Before proving the theorem, we fix some notation. For o, y elements of a 
group G, let y0 = a-?~. For H C G, let Ho = a-lHu. Let HI and Hz be groups 
containing a common subgroup B. We write HI tg H, for the amalgamated free 
product of HI and H, along B [l, Chap. I, Sect. 7.31. If HI and H, are subgroups 
of G, with B = HI n H, , such that the map HI *B H, -+ G is an isomorphism, 
we simply write G = H, tg H, . 
Given R a ring, we denote by B(2, R) the lower triangular subgroup of 
GL(2, R), and let SB(2, R) = B(2, R) n SL(2, R). Similarly, let D(2, R) be the 
diagonal subgroup, and SD(2, R) = D(2, R) n SL(2, R). 
Let A = k[T], B = k[T, T-l]. Both are Euclidean domains, so we have 
E(2, A) = SL(2, A) and E(2, B) = SL(2, B). We consider A to be a subring 
of B, so that the various linear groups associated to A are subgroups of those of B, 
e.g. SL(2, A) C SL(2, B). Let (T = (‘0 ;) E GL(2, B). Then 
SL(2, A)O = /(J-i “d’) I(,” ;, E SL(2*4/. 
Let 
rl = (*, Y)CSL(2,8). 
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(By this we mean all elements of SL(2, A) whose upper right entry is divisible 
by T in A.); and let 
r, =(G* 3CSL(2,A). 
Note that r, = SL(2, A) n SL(2, A)o. We have the following free product 
decompositions 
SL(2, B) = SL(2, A) rr SL(2, A)o, (9) 
Actually, the only fact we will need from (10) is that I’,, is generated by its two 
triangular subgroups. This is an easy exercise using the Euclidean algorithm in A, 
and we leave the proof to the reader. We will need the full strength of the 
decomposition (9), so we sketch the proof. First we show that SL(2, A) and 
SL(2, A)o generate. From the equation 
(,‘-. ;) = (&a+1 ;)(:, -‘;“-‘,(,-wl ;)(:, -7-l) 
we can argue inductively that for n > 2, 
is in the subgroup generated by SL(2, A) and SL(2, A)o. Hence all elements 
(: :, = 41 and 6 :) = & are in it. But these generate SL(2, B). To get the free 
product decomposition, choose systems S, and S, of left coset representatives 
of SL(2, A) and SL(2, A)q respectively, modulo r, . We may take for S, the set 
{ei,(cr) 1 (Y E/Z*}, and for S’s the set {e,,(orT-l) 1 cx E k”}. We must show that no 
product whose factors are taken from S, and S, in alternating fashion can lie in 
r, . It suffices to show no product x = uib,a.$, *.* a&+ with a, ,..., a, E S, , 
bl . ..b.ES*, and Y > 1 lies in SL(2, A) or SL(2, A)a. Let ai = e12(ori), 
bi = e,,&T-l), ai, /Ii E k*, i = l,..., r. A moment’s reflection will convince the 
reader that .v = (; :) with the coefficient of T-’ in f being a1/3i ... ~$3,. . This 
proves x $ SL(2, A), x $ SL(2, Ap, as desired. 
Proof of Tkeorem 1. Let H be the subgroup of St(2, B) generated by the 
symbols {u, o}, u, ZJ E B*, and let G = St(2, B)/H. Let xyj denote the image of 
xTj in G. Similarly, we write tiij(u) and iij(u) for the respective images in G of 
wij(u) and hij(u). Since H lies in the kernel of St(2, B) -+ SL(2, B), there is a 
surjective homomorphism p: G + SL(2, B) which sends xTj to eij . The theorem 
asserts that H = Ka(2, B), i.e. that p is an isomorphism. To prove this, a map 
y: SL(2, B) - G will be defined, and it will be shown that y = p-1. 
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Define an endomorphism s: G + G by ~(3:) = z?(-“‘. To see that s is well 
defined, note that it obviously respects the relation (a). Furthermore s(x~~(u)) = 
~~~(uT(-ll’), from whence it follows that the relation (2) is satisfied. Finally 
Therefore s defines an endomorphism of G. It is clear that s is an automorphism, 
since %a. H PT(-“’ defines its inverse. Also, 13 i3 
I = hz(u) (11) 
as the following computation shows. 
~vh&N = @l&4 %4- 1)) 
= fqP(UT) q,(- T) = iq,(uT) iTiF& T)-1 
= w,&T) a,,( T-l) q;,(- 1)-i C&-r C&$(U) wls(- 1) 
= {T,} . fi12(U) = h,,(u). 
Since Ks(2, A) is generated by the symbols, the map St(2, A) - St(2, B) 
induces a map 
St(2, A) 
w: 342, A) = K,(2, A) --+ G 
with w(eyJ = 32 for a E A. 
Let N be the subgroup of GL(2, B) g enerated by SL(2, B) and u = (i :). There 
is an exact sequence 
1 ---+SL(2,B)-+N-%Z---+ 1, 
where, for OL E N, d(a) is defined by the formula det(ol) = Pa). The map d is 
split by the map Z -+ N which sends the free generator e to o. Therefore N has a 
semidirect product decomposition 
N = SL(2, B) Xl (O), 
where (u) is the (free) subgroup generated by Q. 
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Since SL(2, B) is generated by SL(2, A) and SL(2, A)o, N is generated by 
SL(2, A) and o. Moreover, in light of the decomposition (9) it is easy to see that 
N is presented by SL(2, A), u and the relations 
for a, b, c, d E A with (,$ :) E SL(2, A). 
pl;ow consider the semidirect product G x Z where the generator e of Z acts 
on G by gs = s(g) for g E G. We claim there is a unique homomorphism 
Q: N + G x Z such that Q ISL(P,A) = w and Q(a) = e. The uniqueness is clear, 
since SL(2, A) and a generate N. To see that the map exists, we must verify 
that the relation (12) is respected, i.e. that, for OL = ($ z) E r,, , we have 
s 0 co(a) = w(a”). (13) 
Since r,, is generated by its triangular subgroups (see (lo)), it suffices to 
check (I 3) for elements cx of the form 
* ( 1 ii * and G* ‘1). 
Let 
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A similar computation shows w(u-l~lo) = SW(U) for (Y of the form 
Therefore the map Q: N -+ G >a H is defined. Moreover the square 
commutes. (It suffices to check that the square commutes on SL(2, A) and (T, 
which is clear.) Hence Sz restricts to a map y: SL(2, B) + G, and the square 







SL(2,B) ’ l G 
commutes. Since y extends w, we know that y(e,fj) = Z& for all f E A. Using the 
commutativity of (14), we have 
for all f E B. It follows that the formula y(e&) = %& holds for all f E B. From this 
fact it is clear that py = zX~~(~,~) and yp = & . Hence p is an isomorphism, and 
the theorem is proved. 
We keep the notation B = K[T, T-r]. 
PROPOSITION 1. Ka(2, k[T, T-l]) is generated by the symbols {a, b}, a, /3 E k* 
together with the symbols (a, T}, (II E k*. (Hence so is K,(n, k[T, T-l]), n > 2.) 
Proof. Let H be the subgroup of K,(2, B) generated by the symbols 
mentioned in the Proposition. The units of B are the elements aTr where a E k*, 
Y E Z, so it suffices to show that all elements x of the form {LIT+, /3Ts) are in H. 
We may, using the relation (5), interchange 1 r 1 and 1 s 1, and thereby arrange 
that 1 Y I < 1 s I. In the case I Y 1 = 1 s 1, we can arrange that Y = -s, again 
using (5). Then, using (6) we can get s = 0, and again interchange, using (5), 
to get Y = 0. Thus, in any case, we can arrange 1 r 1 < I s 1 (unless r = s = 0, in 
which case we know x E H) without changing max( / r j, 1 s I). 
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Case 1. 1 s 1 = 1. Then r = 0, so x = {OL, flT} where 01, p E K*. Using 
relation (3) with 01 = t, /3 = u, and T = o, we have 
x = (01, P-1 = {a, /WA W, T)-l 
which shows x E H. 
Case 2. 1 s 1 > 1. In this case the goal is to write x as a product 
x = fi (aiT7$, /3iTSi}dS, 
whereIriI,IsiI < I~I,andar~,/$~K*fori= l,...,n.Thiswillfinishtheproof, 
by induction on 1 s I. First assume 1 r 1 > 0. If Y and s have opposite signs, we 
use (d) to get x = {aT’, c$IT~+~}, and since I r + s 1 < / s I, we are done. If Y and 
s have the same sign, use (2) to get x = {aT7, -l}{olTr, -/?T-S}-l, and now 
apply (6) to the second factor, as before. If 1 r I = 0, write s = s1 + sa , with 
O<lsil<s,i=l,2.Apply(3)with 01 = t, /3T81 = u, and TQ = v to get 
x = {a, /IT’} = {a, ~T”}{a~TS1, T8a}{/9Tst, Tsa)-‘. 
This completes the proof. 
The inclusion K -+ B = k[T, T-l] admits a retraction which sends T to 1. 
This induces a direct sum decomposition 
where K is the kernel of the map Ka(2, B) z Ka(2, k). 
PROPOSITION 2. The kernel of K,(2, k[T, T-l]) % K,(2, k) is gemmte$ ly 
the symbols {a, T), wken? a? E k*. (Hence so is the kernel of &(n, k[T, T-l]) L 
K&z, k) for n > 2.) 
Proof. Let x be an element of the kernel K. By Proposition 1, we have 
x = (rr~=,{~ia}dt)(rr,‘=,(yi , T)“r), where the or’s, j3’s and y’s are in k*. Setting 
T = 1, we get 1 = n%,{~+ , /3i}di, so that x = n~zl{~i, T}ej as desired. 
THEOREM 2. Ifk is square root closed, then K,(2, k[T, T-l]) e K,(2, k) @ k*, 
where a E k* is identzjied with {a, T) E K,(2, k[T, T-l]). 
Proof. Since k is square root closed, {c+ T} is multiplicative as a function ;f;, 
by (8). Moreover, since the kernel K of the retraction K,(2, k[T, T-l]) - 
K,(2, k) is generated by the elements {a, T}, the association 01 w {cu, T} deter- 
mines a surjective homomorphism k* -+ K. That this is an isomorphism follows 
from the non-degeneracy of the symbol {a, T), a fact which, more strongly, holds 
in K,(k[T, T-l]) (cf. [3, Corollaries 2.3.6 and 2.3.7, and Proposition 2.2.31). 
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We will give a more direct proof of this fact, which relies on Matsumoto’s 
theorem. Embed K[T, T-r] in the field F = R(T) of rational functions, and let 
71: F + Z be the T-adic valuation. Let P be the corresponding discrete valuation 
ring, and .A-‘? its maximal ideal, so that K 2 C/&Z. The tame symbol ([4], 
Lemma 11.5) defines a homomorphism d,:: K,(F) + k* which sends {x, y} to 
(--I) z(r)U(“)xr(~)y-“(d) (mod M). Clearly, then, d,({r, T}) -= a, for a E k*. This 
proves the non-degeneracy of (n, T) in K,(F), and hence in I&(2, k[T, T-l]). 
Note added in proof The authors have recently learned that Theorems 1 and 2 in this 
paper were proved by Jiirgen Hurrelbrink in his paper “Endlich priisentierte arithmetische 
Gruppen im Funktionenkorperfall,” to appear. The methods used in his proof are quite 
different from those used here. 
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